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Introductions
G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a
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Who is Chad Green
D i r e c t o r  o f  S o f t w a r e  D e v e l o p m e n t
S c h o l a r R x

 chadgreen@chadgreen.com

 chadgreen.com

� ChadGreen

� ChadwickEGreen
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• Coffee/Restroom Breaks
• Lunch
• Wi-Fi

Workshop Logistics
G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a
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• Microsoft Account
• Visual Studio 2019
• Azure Cosmos DB Emulator
• Java
• Gremlin Console

Workshop Prerequisites
G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a

https://account.microsoft.com
https://visualstudio.com/downloads
https://aka.ms/cosmosdb-emulator
https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
https://tinkerpop.apache.org

http://bit.ly/2lXiKEZ

MCTGuest
MCT2019Guest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Microsoft AccountVisual Studio 2019 (Community)Everything should work with VS2017; but I only tested everything with VS2019Azure Cosmos DB Emulator
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What are Graph
Databases

G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a
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What is a Graph

• Discrete mathematics

• Structure amounting to a set of objects in which some pairs of the 

objects are in some sense related

• Objects correspond to mathematical abstractions called vertices and each 

of the related pairs of vertices is called an edge

• Graph Theory is the study of graphs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Graphs are one of the areas of concentration in discrete mathematics; discrete mathematics is the study of mathematical structures that are fundamentally discrete rather than continuous-------------------By definition, a graph is a structure amounting to a set of objects in which some pairs of the objects are in some sense related.-------------------The objects correspond to mathematical abstractions called vertices and each of the related pairs of vertices is called an edge.Vertices are also called nodes or points.Edges are also called links, lines, or relationships.-------------------Graphs are the basic subjected studied by graph theory.
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What is a Graph

• Depicted in diagrammatic form as a set of dots or circles for the vertices, 

joined by lines or curves for the edges
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically, a graph is depicted in diagrammatic form as a set of dots or circles for the vertices, joined by lines or curves for the edges
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What is a Graph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A graph is an ordered pair using the equation G = (V, E)V is a set of verticesE is a set edges which are unordered pairs of vertices (i.e., an edge is associated with two distinct vertices)V – set whose elements are called verticesE – Set of two-sets (set with two distinct elements) of vertices, whose elements are called edges
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What is a Graph
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There can be variances in what the edges represent.  Going back to our drawing a moment ago; here we have an Undirected graph.But when we start representing the complete picture, we can use a directed graph.
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What is a Graph
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, edges can be multidirectionalSocial Media Example – Follow / Like
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, edges can be multidirectionalSocial Media Example – Follow / Like
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History of Graph Theory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our story begins in the 18th century, in the quaint town of Königsberg, Prussia on the banks of the Pregel River.  In 1254, Teutonic knights founded the city of Königsberg under the lead of Bohemian King Ottoker II after their second crusade against the Prussians.  In the Middle Ages, Königsberg became a very important city and trading center with its location strategically positioned on the river.  Artwork from the eighteenth century shows Königsberg as a thriving city, where fleets of ships fill the Pregel, and their trade offers a comfortable lifestyle to both the local merchants and their families.  The healthy economy allowed the people of the city to build seven bridges across the river, most of which connected to the island of Kneiphof.
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History of Graph Theory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the river flowed around Kneiphof and another island, it divided the city into four distinct regions.  According to lore, the citizens of Königsberg used to spend Sunday afternoons walking around their beautiful city.  While walking, the people of the city decided to create a game for themselves, their goal being to devise a way in which they could walk around the city, crossing each of the seven bridges only once.  Even though none of the citizens of Königsberg could invent a route that would allow them to cross each of the bridges only once, still they could not prove that it was impossible.
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History of Graph Theory

Leonard Euler

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lucky for them, Königsberg was not too far from St. Petersburg, home of the famous mathematician Leonard Euler. Euler was a very prolific mathematician who published more than 500 books and papers during his lifetime.  In 1775 alone, he wrote an average of one mathematical paper per week, and during his lifetime he wrote on not just methematics but also mechanics, optics, astronomy, navigation, and hydrodynamics.  He is so well respected, that he was depicted on the Swiss 10 Franc bill.The mayor wrote to Euler to ask for help, but originally Euler refused saying that this was a trivial problem not requiring a mathematician to solve.
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History of Graph Theory
Solutio problematis ad 
geometriam situs 
pertinentis

The solution of a problem 
relating to the geometry 
of position

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Euler presents a paper to the St. Petersburg Academy on August 26, 1735 containing the solution the Königsberg bridge problem.  He addresses both this specific problem as well as a general solution with any number of landmasses and any number of bridges.  This paper entitled Solutio problematis ad geometriam situs pertinentis (The solution of a problem relating to the geometry of position) was published in 1741.This is generally considered the beginning of graph theory.
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History of Graph Theory

• Alexandre-Théophile Vandermonde publishes paper on the knight 

problem

• Augustin-Louis Caunchy & Simon Antoine Jean L’Huilier used Euler’s 

formula to begin topology

• Term “graph” introduced in 1878 by James Joseph Sylvester

• First textbox on graph theory written by Dénes Kőnig in 1936

• In 1969, Frank Harary publishes the “definitive textbook on the subject"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knight Problem is finding the sequence of moves of a knight on a chessboard such that the knight visits every square once.Topology is concerned with the properties of space that are preserved under continuous deformations, such as stretching, twisting, crumpling, and bending, but not tearing or gluing.Harary’s book enabled mathematicians, chemists, electrical engineers, and social scientists to talk to each other
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
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History of Graph Theory

• Four color problem posed by Francis Guthrie in 1852; Heinrich Heesch

published method for solving in 1969 using computers; computer-aided 

proof produced in 1976 by Kenneth Appel and Wolfgang Haken

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Four Color problem was posed by Francis Guthrie in 1852.  States that, given any separation of a plan into contiguous regions, producing a figure called a map, no more than four colors are required to color the regions of the map so that no two adjacent regions have the same color.
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Applications of Graph Theory

• Linguistics

• Physics and Chemistry

• Social Sciences

• Biology

• Computer Science

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Linguistics:  Graph-theoretic methods, in various forms, have proven particularly useful in linguistics, since natural language often lends itself well to discrete structure.  Contemporary approaches such as head-driven phrase structure grammar model the syntax of natural language using typed feature structures, which are directed acyclic graphs.  Within lexical semantics, especially as applied to computers, modeling word meaning is easier when a given word is understood in terms of related words; semantic networks are therefor in computational linguistics.Physics and Chemistry:  Graph theory is used to study molecules in chemistry and physics.Social Sciences:  Graph theory is used widely in sociology as a way to measure actors’ prestige or to explore rumor spreading, notably through the use of social network analysis software.  Acquaintanceship and friendship graphs describe whether people know each other.  Influence graphs model whether certain people can influence the behavior of others.  Collaboration graphs model whether two people work together in a particular way, such as acting in a movie together.Biology: Graph theory is useful in biology and conservation efforts where a vertex can represent regions where certain species exist (or inhabit) and the edges represent migration paths or movements between the regions.  This information is important when looking at breeding patterns or tracking the spread of disease, parasites, or how changes to the movement can affect other species.Computer Science:  Graphs are used to represent networks of communications, data organization, computational devices, the flow of computation, etc.  For instance, the link structure of a website can be represented by a directed graph, in which the vertices represent web pages and directed edges represent links from one page to another.  A similar approach can be taken to problems in social media, travel, biology, computer chip design, mapping the progression of neuro-degenerative diseases, and many other fields.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NO MORE MATH TALK
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What is a Graph

• Collection of vertices and edges

• Represent entities as vertices and the ways in which those entities relate 

to the world as relationships

• Allow us to model all kinds of scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at the What is a Graph question again, but this time keep it to just data.Formally, a graph is just a collection of vertices and edges – or, in less formal language, a set of nodes and the relationships that connect them.Graphs represent entities as vertices and the ways in which those entities relate to the world as relationships (or edges).This general-purpose, expressive structure allows us to model all kinds of scenarios
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What is a Graph

@ChadGreen

@AzureCosmosDB@_LBosq

Follows Follows

Follows

Follows

Follows

User

User

User

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Twitter represented in a graph
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What is a Graph Database

A graph database is a database 

that uses graph structures to 

represent and store data.
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What is a Graph Database

• Represents data as it exists in the real world that are naturally connected

• Does not try to change them in any way to define them as entities

• Graphs are composed of vertices and edges

• Vertices represent specific objects

• Edge is a relation between vertices

• Both vertices and edges can have any number of properties

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A graph database, as opposed to a relational database, represents data as it exists in the real world, such as people, cars, computers, and so on, that are naturally connectedAnd does not try to change them in any way to define them as entitiesGraphs are composed of vertices and edgesVertices represent specific objects such as a person, place, or eventAn edge is a relation between vertices.Both vertices and edges can have any number of propertiesGraphs are very useful to understand a wide range of datasets in different fields such as science and business.  Graph databases let you work with graphs naturally and efficiently, and they typically are NoSQL because of their ability to adjust quickly to new or updated schemas.Graphs allow you to work with data in a powerful way by leveraging graph traversals found in many use cases and patterns because they outperform traditional SQL and NoSQL databases by several order of magnitude.  Also, they open the door to querying in a natural way of speaking, such as “find the names of the students that attended the Chicago Bulls basketball exhibition game last summer.”
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The Power of Graph Databases

• Performance
• Graph database performance tends to remain relatively constant, 

even as the dataset grows

• Flexibility
• Graph data model better accommodates changing business needs

• Agility
• Equip us to perform frictionless development and graceful system 

maintenance
• Governance is typically applied in a programmatic fashion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notwithstanding the fact that just about anything can be modeled as a graph; that a graph database provides a powerful but novel data modeling technique does not itself provide sufficient justification for replacing a well-established, well-understood data platform; there must also be an immediate and very significant practical benefit.  In the case of graph databases, this motivation exists in the form of a set of use cases and data patterns whose performance improves by one or more orders of magnitude when implemented in a graph, and whose latency is much lower compared to batch processing of aggregates.  On top of this performance benefit, graph databases offer an extremely flexible data model, and mode of delivery aligned with today’s agile software delivery practices.PerformanceOne compelling reason for choosing a graph database is the sheer performance increase when dealing with connected data verses relational databases and NOSQL stores.  In contrast to relational databases, where join-intensive query performance deteriorates as the dataset gets bigger, with a graph database performance tends to remain relatively constant, even as the dataset grows.  This is because queries are localized to a portion of the graph.  As a result, the execution time for each query is proportional only to the size of the part of the graph traversed to satisfy that query, rather than the size of the overall graphFlexibilityAs developers and data architects, we want to connect data as the domain dictates, thereby allowing structure and schema to emerge in tandem with our growing understanding of the problem space, rather than being imposed upfront, when we know least about the real shape and intricacies of the data.  Graph databases address this want directly.  The graph data model expresses and accommodates business needs in a way that enables IT to move at the speed of business.AgilityWe want to be able to evolve our data model in step with the rest of our application, using a technology aligned with today’s incremental and iterative software delivery practices.  Modern graph databases equip us to perform frictionless development and graceful system maintenance.  In particular, the schema-free nature of the graph data model, coupled with the testable nature of the graph database’s API and query language, empower us to evolve an application in a controlled manner.At the same time, precisely because they are schema free, graph databases lack the kind of schema-oriented data governance mechanisms we are familiar with in the relational world.  But this is not a risk; rather it calls forth a far more visible and actionable kind of governance.  Governance is typically applied in a programmatic fashion, using tests to drive out the data model and queries, as well as assert the business rules that depend upon the graph.
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The Power of Graph Databases

• Easily extendable and expandable

• Friendly to the human brain

• Whiteboard compatible
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Property Graph Model

Name: Chad Green
Location: Louisville, KY

Title: Director of 
Software 

Development

Name: ScholarRx
Location:

Elizabethtown, KY
Date of Employment: 2/28/2019

Employee Company

Works For

Contains nodes
(vertices) and 

relationships (edges)

Nodes and relationships 
contain properties

Relationships are named
and directed with a start

and end node
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Relational

Tables

Schema with nullables

Relations with foreign keys

Related data fetched with joins

Graph

Vertices (Nodes)

No schema

Relation is first class citizen

Related data fetched with a pattern
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at a comparison of a Relational Database and Graph DatabaseFirst we will create a simple structure with just an Employee table
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Human Resource Data
Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

EmployeeId EmployeeName EmployeeGroup

1 Willis B. Hawkins Sales

2 Neil S. Vega Sales

3 Ada C. Lavigne Engineering

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very simple human resource data
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Human Resource Data
Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

-- Create the Employee Table
CREATE TABLE Employees
(

EmployeeID INT IDENTITY(1,1),
EmployeeName VARCHAR(64),
EmployeeGroup VARCHAR(32),
CONSTRAINT pkcEmployees PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED (EmployeeId)

)
GO

-- Populate the Employee Table
INSERT INTO Employees (EmployeeName, EmployeeGroup)

VALUES ('Willis B. Hawkins', 'Sales’),
('Neil S. Vega', 'Sales'),
('Ada C. Lavigne', 'Engineering');

GO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SQL to create this database
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// Create group nodes
g.addV('group').property('id', 'Sales’)
g.addV('group').property('id', 'Engineering’)

// Create employee nodes
g.addV('employee').property('id', 'Willis B. Hawkins’)
g.addV('employee').property('id', 'Neil S. Vega’)
g.addV('employee').property('id', 'Ada C. Lavigne’)

// Create relationships between groups and employees
g.V('Sales').addE('member').to(g.V('Willis B. Hawkins’))
g.V('Sales').addE('member').to(g.V('Neil S. Vega’))
g.V('Engineering').addE('member').to(g.V('Ada C. Lavignee'))

Human Resource Data
Graph Databases vs Relational Databases
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Human Resource Data
Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

EmployeeId EmployeeName EmployeeGroup

1 Willis B. Hawkins Sales

2 Neil S. Vega Sales

3 Ada C. Lavigne Engineering

3 rows, 3 columns 8 documents (vertices and edges)

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineering

member member member
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Human Resource Data
Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

EmployeeId EmployeeName EmployeeGroup

1 Willis B. Hawkins Sales

2 Neil S. Vega Sales

3 Ada C. Lavigne Engineering

g.V().hasLabel(‘employee’)SELECT * FROM Employees;

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineering

member member member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Query Comparison: get all employees
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employees can now belong to multiple groups; Ada from Engineering will now also be a part of the Sales Group.
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Employees can now belong to multiple groups
Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

-- Create the Groups table
CREATE TABLE Groups
(

GroupId INT IDENTITY(1,1),
GroupName VARCHAR(64),
CONSTRAINT pkcGroups PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED (GroupId)

)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create the Groups table
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

-- Create the Employee_Group join table
CREATE TABLE Employee_Group
(
GroupId INT,
EmployeeId INT,
CONSTRAINT pkcEmployeeGroup PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED (GroupId, EmployeeId),
CONSTRAINT fkEmployeeGroup_Groups FOREIGN KEY (GroupId) REFERENCES Groups(GroupId),
CONSTRAINT fkEmployeeGroup_Employees FOREIGN KEY (EmployeeId) REFERENCES Employees(EmployeeId)

)

Employees can now belong to multiple groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create the Employee_Group join table
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

-- Populate the Employee_Group table from Employees and Groups
INSERT INTO Employee_Group (GroupId, EmployeeId)
SELECT Groups.GroupId,

Employees.EmployeeId
FROM Employees,

Groups
WHERE Groups.GroupName = Employees.EmployeeGroup

Employees can now belong to multiple groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Populate the Employee_Group table from the Employees and Group tables
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

-- Drop the Employees.EmployeeGroup column that is no longer valid
ALTER TABLE Employees DROP COLUMN EmployeeGroup

Employees can now belong to multiple groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drop the Employees.EmployeeGroup column which is no longer required
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

EmployeeId EmployeeName

1 Willis B. Hawkins

2 Neil S. Vega

3 Ada C. Lavigne

GroupId GroupName

1 Engineering

2 Sales

GroupId EmployeeId

1 3

2 1

2 2

Employees can now belong to multiple groups
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// Add link to existing node
g.V('Sales').addE('member').to(g.V().has('id', 'Ada C. Lavigne'))

Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Employees can now belong to multiple groups

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drop the Employees.EmployeeGroup column which is no longer required
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Added 2 tables; 6 rows; 4 new columns
Removed a column

+1 document

EmployeeId EmployeeName

1 Willis B. Hawkins

2 Neil S. Vega

3 Ada C. Lavigne

GroupId GroupName

1 Engineering

2 Sales

GroupId EmployeeId

1 3

2 1

2 2

Employees can now belong to multiple groups

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineering

member
member member

member
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

g.V('Sales').out('member') 

EmployeeId EmployeeName

1 Willis B. Hawkins

2 Neil S. Vega

3 Ada C. Lavigne

SELECT Employees.EmployeeId,
Employees.EmployeeName

FROM Employees
INNER JOIN Employee_Group

ON Employee_Group.EmployeeId = Employees.EmployeeId
INNER JOIN Groups

ON Groups.GroupId = Employee_Group.GroupId
WHERE Groups.GroupName = 'Sales'

Employees can now belong to multiple groups

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineering

member
member member

member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Query Comparison: Get employees from the Sales group
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well know your company has merged with another company requiring that employees are now part of multi-level groups
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Nested Groups

-- Create the new Product Group
INSERT INTO Groups (GroupName) VALUES ('Product Group')

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create the Groups table
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Nested Groups

-- Associate everyone to the new Product Group
INSERT INTO Employee_Group (GroupId, EmployeeId)
SELECT Groups.GroupId,

Employees.EmployeeId
FROM Groups,

Employees
WHERE Groups.GroupName = 'Product Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create the Groups table
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Nested Groups

-- Create the Group/Group union table
CREATE TABLE Group_Group
(
ParentGroupId INT,
ChildGroupId INT,
CONSTRAINT pkcGroup_Group PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED (ParentGroupId, ChildGroupId),
CONSTRAINT fkGroup_Group_Groups_Parent FOREIGN KEY (ParentGroupId) REFERENCES Groups(GroupId),
CONSTRAINT fkGroup_Group_Groups_Child FOREIGN KEY (ChildGroupId) REFERENCES Groups(GroupId)

)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create the Groups table
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Nested Groups

-- Relate the child groups to the parent group
INSERT INTO Group_Group (ParentGroupId, ChildGroupId)
SELECT (SELECT GroupId FROM Groups WHERE GroupName = 'Product Group'),

Groups.GroupId
FROM Groups
WHERE Groups.GroupName <> 'Product Group'

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create the Groups table
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

EmployeeId EmployeeName

1 Willis B. Hawkins

2 Neil S. Vega

3 Ada C. Lavigne

GroupId GroupName

1 Engineering

2 Sales

3 Product Group

GroupId EmployeeId

1 3

2 1

2 2

2 3

3 1

3 2

3 3

Nested Groups

ParentGroupId ChildGroupId

3 1

3 2
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Nested Groups

// Add supergroup node
g.addV('group').property('id', 'Product Group')

// Link to adjacent nodes
g.V('Product Group').addE('contains_subgroup').to(g.V('Engineering’))
g.V('Product Group').addE('contains_subgroup').to(g.V('Sales'))
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

EmployeeId EmployeeName

1 Willis B. Hawkins

2 Neil S. Vega

3 Ada C. Lavigne

GroupId GroupName

1 Engineering

2 Sales

3 Product Group

GroupId EmployeeId

1 3

2 1

2 2

2 3

3 1

3 2

3 3

Nested Groups

ParentGroupId ChildGroupId

3 1

3 2

Added 1 table; 6 rows; 2 new columns +3 documents

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineerin
g

member
member member

member

Product 
Group

contains_subgroup
contains_subgroup
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Nested Groups

GroupId GroupName

1 Engineering

2 Sales

SELECT Groups.GroupId,
Groups.GroupName

FROM Groups
INNER JOIN Group_Group ON Group_Group.ChildGroupId = Groups.GroupId
WHERE Group_Group.ParentGroupId = (SELECT GroupId

FROM Groups
WHERE GroupName = 'Product Group') g.V('Product Group').out('contains_subgroup') 

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineerin
g

member
member member

member

Product 
Group

contains_subgroup
contains_subgroup

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Query Comparison: Get all groups under the Product Group
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company has done it again; now they want folks from engineering to manage the sales folksThis means we now need additional heirarchies
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Additional Hierarchies

-- Create the Employee/Employee join table
CREATE TABLE Employee_Employee
(

ParentEmployeeId INT,
ChildEmployeeId INT,
CONSTRAINT pkcEmployeeEmployee PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED (ParentEmployeeId, ChildEmployeeId),
CONSTRAINT fkEmployeeEmployee_Employee_Parent FOREIGN KEY (ParentEmployeeId) REFERENCES Employees(EmployeeId),
CONSTRAINT fkEmployeeEmployee_Employee_Child FOREIGN KEY (ChildEmployeeId) REFERENCES Employees(EmployeeId)

)
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Additional Hierarchies

-- Make Ada the boss
INSERT INTO Employee_Employee (ParentEmployeeId, ChildEmployeeId)
SELECT (SELECT EmployeeId FROM Employees WHERE EmployeeName = 'Ada C. Lavigne'),

EmployeeId
FROM Employees
WHERE EmployeeId IN (SELECT EmployeeId

FROM Employee_Group
WHERE Employee_Group.GroupId = (SELECT GroupId

FROM Groups
WHERE GroupName = 'Sales'))
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

EmployeeId EmployeeName

1 Willis B. Hawkins

2 Neil S. Vega

3 Ada C. Lavigne

GroupId GroupName

1 Engineering

2 Sales

3 Product Group

GroupId EmployeeId

1 3

2 1

2 2

2 3

3 1

3 2

3 3

Additional Hierarchies

ParentGroupId ChildGroupId

3 1

3 2

ParentEmployeeId ChildEmployeeId

3 1

3 2

3 3
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Additional Hierarchies

// Add relationships
g.V('Ada C. Lavigne').addE('has_report').to(g.V('Willis B. Hawkins'))
g.V('Ada C. Lavigne').addE('has_report').to(g.V('Neil S. Vega'))
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases
EmployeeId EmployeeName

1 Willis B. Hawkins

2 Neil S. Vega

3 Ada C. Lavigne

GroupId GroupName

1 Engineering

2 Sales

3 Product Group

GroupId EmployeeId

1 3

2 1

2 2

2 3

3 1

3 2

3 3

Additional Hierarchies

ParentGroupId ChildGroupId

3 1

3 2

ParentEmployeeId ChildEmployeeId

3 1

3 2

3 3

Added 1 table; 2 rows; 2 new columns +2 documents

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineerin
g

member
member member

member

Product 
Group

contains_subgroup
contains_subgroup

has_report
has_report
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Graph Databases vs Relational Databases

Additional Hierarchies

EmployeeName

Ada C. Lavigne

SELECT DISTINCT EmployeeName
FROM Employees
INNER JOIN Employee_Group ON Employee_Group.EmployeeId =
Employees.EmployeeId
INNER JOIN Employee_Employee ON Employee_Employee.ParentEmployeeId =
Employees.EmployeeId
WHERE Employee_Group.GroupId = (SELECT Groups.GroupId

FROM Groups
WHERE Groups.GroupName = 'Engineering')

g.V('Engineering').out('member').out('has
_report').values('id') 

Wills B 
Hawkins Neil S. Vega Ada C. 

Lavigne

Sales Engineerin
g

member
member member

member

Product 
Group

contains_subgroup
contains_subgroup

has_report
has_report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Query comparison: Obtain all mangers from the Engineering GroupNext Slide: Challenges with Relational Databases
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Challenges of Relational Databases

• Schema management

• Table alterations

• Costly writes against multiple tables

• Multiple JOIN operations

• Complex read queries

Graph Databases vs Relational Databases
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Common Graph Use Cases

• Internet of Things

• Customer 360

• Asset management

• Recommendations

• Fraud detection

• Data Integration

• Identity and access management

• Social networks

• Communication networks

• Genomics

• Epidemiology

• Semantic Web

• Search

• Social networks

• Recommendations

• Communication networks

• Fraud detection

• Search

• Identity and access management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social Networks – Facebook; TwitterRecommendations – AmazonCommunication networks – Map entire communications or IT networks and start to run complex scenario testing to prepare for outages betterFraud detection – can spot the connections between large data sets and identify patternsSearch – Google?; many other examplesIdentity and access management – Microsoft Graph
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Summary
• Graph is a structure amounting to a set of objects in which some pairs of 

objects are in some sense related
• Graphs are normally depicted in diagrammatic form as a set of dots or 

circles for the vertices, joined by lines or curves for the edges
• Graph theory originated from solving the Seven Bridges of Königsberg

problem
• A graph database is a database that uses graph structures to represent 

and store data
• Represents data as it exists in the real world that are naturally connected; 

does not try to change them in any way to define them as entities
• Graph databases provide Performance, Flexibility, and Agility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A graph is a structure amounting to a set of objects in which some pairs of objects are in some sense related and are normally depicted in diagrammatic form as a set of dots or circles for the vertices, joined by lines or curves for the edgesG = (V,E)Graph Theory (which graph databases are based off of), originate from solving the Seven Bridges of Königsberg problemGraphs allow us to model all kinds of scenariosA graph database is a database that uses graph structures to represent and store dataRepresents data as it exists in the real world that are naturally connectedDoes not try to change them in any way to define them as entitiesGraph database performance tends to remain relatively constant, even as the dataset growsGraph databases model better accommodates changing business needsGraph database equip us to perform frictionless development and graceful system maintenanceGovernance is typically applied in a programmatic fashionSeveral challenges to Relational DatabasesSchema managementTable alterationsCostly writes against multiple tablesMultiple JOIN operationsComplex read queries
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http://bit.ly/2lXiKEZ

MCTGuest
MCT2019Guest
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Introduction to
TinkerPop & Gremlin

G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a
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What is TinkerPop
• Open source, vendor-agnostic, graph computing framework

• Apace2 license

• Allows users to model their domain as graph and analyze using Gremlin

• TinkerPop-enabled systems integrate with one another

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apache TinkerPop is an open source, vendor-agnostic, graph computing framework distributed under the commercial friendly Apache2 license.  When a data system is TinkerPop-enabled, its users are able to model their domain as a graph and analyze that graph using the Gremlin graph traversal language.  Furthermore, all TinkerPop-enabled systems integrate with one another allowing them to easily expand their offerings as well as allowing users to choose the appropriate graph technology for their application.  This allows for different needs to be addressed by different vendors.
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What is TinkerPop
• Gremlin

• Gremlin Console

• Gremlin Server

• TinkerGraph

• Programming Interfaces

• Documentation

• Useful Recipes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project includes the following components:Gremlin – A graph traversal (query) languageGremlin Console – An interactive shell for working with local or remote graphsGremlin Server – Allows hosting of graphs remotely via an HTTP/Web Sockets connectionTinkerGraph – A small in-memory graph implementation that is great for learningProgramming Interfaces – A set of programming interfaces written in JavaDocumentation – A user guide, a tutorial, and programming API documentationUseful Recipes – A set of examples or “recipes” showing how to perform common graph oriented tasks using Gremlin queries
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What is Gremlin
• Graph traversal language and virtual machine

• Works for both OLTP-based graph databases as well as OLAP-based graph 

processors

• Supports imperative and declarative querying

• Supports user-defined domain specific languages

• Supports single- and multi-machine execution modes

• Supports hybrid depth-and-breadth-first evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gremlin is a graph traversal language and virtual machine developed by Apache TinkerPop.Gremlin works for both OLTP-based graph databases as well as OLAP-based graph processorsOLTP – Online Transaction Processing; OLAP – Online analytical processingGremlin’s automata and functional language foundation enable Gremlin to naturally support imperative and declarative querying, host language agnosticism, user-defined domain specific languages, an extensible compiler/optimizer, single- and multi-machine execution modes, hybrid depth-and breadth-first evaluation, as well as Turing Completeness.
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What is Gremlin
• October 20, 2009 – TinkerPop project is born

• December 25, 2009 – v0.1 is released

• May 21, 2011 – v1.0 is released

• May 24, 2012 – v2.0 is released

• July 9, 2015 – v3.0 is released

• January 16, 2015 – TinkerPop becomes an Apache Incubator project

• August 5, 2019 – TinkerPop 3.4.3
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What is Gremlin

• Improved error messaging on timeouts returned to the console from :>.
• Added a toString() serializer for GraphBinary.
• Configured the Gremlin Console to use GraphBinary by default.
• Fixed transaction management for empty iterators in Gremlin Server.
• Deprecated MessageSerializer implementations for Gryo in Gremlin Server.
• Deprecated Serializers enum values of GRYO_V1D0 and GRYO_V3D0.
• Deprecated SerTokens values of MIME_GRYO_V1D0 and MIME_GRYO_V3D0.
• Added a Docker command to start Gremlin Server with the standard GLV test configurations.
• Added aggregate(Scope,String) and deprecated store() in favor of aggregate(local).
• Modified NumberHelper to better ignore Double.NaN in min() and max() comparisons.
• Bump to Netty 4.1.36.
• Bump to Groovy 2.5.7.
• Added userAgent to RequestOptions. Gremlin Console sends Gremlin Console/<version> as the 

userAgent.
• Fixed DriverRemoteConnection ignoring with Token options when multiple were set.
• Added :set warnings <true|false> to Gremlin Console.

TinkerPop 3.4.3 Changelog

Presenter
Presentation Notes
10 bugs17 improvements
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What is the Gremlin Console
• Interactive terminal or REPL to traverse graphs and interact with the data 

they contain

• “Most common” method for performing ad-hoc analysis

• Other tools

• Azure Portal

• Visual Studio Code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Gremlin Console is an interactive or REPL that can be used to traverse graphs and interact with the data that they contain.  It represents the most common method for performing ad-hoc graph analysis, small to medium sized data loading projects and other exploratory functions.  The Gremlin Console is highly extensible, featuring a rich plugin system that allows new tools, commands, DSLs, etc. to be exposed to users.REPL – real-eval-print-loopOther tools: Azure Portal, Visual Studio Code, new visualization tool just announced
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What is the Gremlin Console

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Starting: gremlin.bat or gremlin.shWe’ll look at this in more detail shortly when we do our first hands-on lab
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Modeling Data as Property Graphs

Presentation
Presentation

Topic TopicSpeaker

Event Event

Vertices
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g.addV(‘topic’).property(‘name’, ‘Database’)

g.addV(‘topic’).property(‘name’, ‘DevOps’)

g.addV(‘speaker’).property(‘firstName’, ‘Chad’).property(‘lastName’, ‘Green’)

g.addV(‘presentation’).property(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)

g.addV(‘presentation’).property(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure SQL Database’)

g.addV(‘event’).property(‘name’, ‘DotNetSouth’)

g.addV(‘event’).property(‘name’, ‘KCDC’)

Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Vertices
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Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Edges

Presentation
Presentation

Topic TopicSpeaker

Event Event

presents
presents

is
is

presentedAt

presentedAt

presentedAt
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g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’)

Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Edges

g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)

g.V().hasLabel(‘event’).has(‘name’, ‘DotNetSouth’)

g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)

.addE(‘presentedAt’)

g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)

.addE(‘presentedAt’).to(                                                                                           )

g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)

.addE(‘presentedAt’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘event).has(‘name’, ‘DotNetSouth’)
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Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Edges

g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)

.addE(‘presentedAt’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘event).has(‘name’, ‘DotNetSouth’))

g.V().hasLabel(‘speaker’).has(‘firstName’, ‘Chad’).has(‘lastName’, ‘Green’)

.addE(‘presents’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with 

Azure DevOps’))
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Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Edges

g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)
.addE(‘presentedAt’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘event).has(‘name’, ‘DotNetSouth’))
g.V().hasLabel(‘speaker’).has(‘firstName’, ‘Chad’).has(‘lastName’, ‘Green’)
.addE(‘presents’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with 
Azure DevOps))
g.V().hasLabel(‘speaker’).has(‘firstName’, ‘Chad’).has(‘lastName’, ‘Green’)
.addE(‘presents’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with 
Azure SQL Database’))
g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure SQL Database’)
.addE(‘is’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘topic’).has(‘name’, ‘Database’))
g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure DevOps’)
.addE(‘is’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘topic’).has(‘name’, ‘DevOps’))
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Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Edges

g.V().hasLabel(‘speaker’).has(‘firstName’, ‘Chad’).has(‘lastName’, ‘Green’)
.addE(‘presents’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with 
Azure SQL Database’))
g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure SQL Database’)
.addE(‘presentedAt’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘event’).has(‘name’, ‘DotNetSouth’))

g.V().hasLabel(‘presentation’).has(‘name’, ‘Getting Started with Azure SQL Database’)
.addE(‘presentedAt’).to(g.V().hasLabel(‘event’).has(‘name’, ‘KCDC’))
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Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Vertices & Edges

Presentation
Presentation

Topic TopicSpeaker

Event Event

presents
presents

is
is

presentedAt

presentedAt

presentedAt

firstName: Chad
lastName: Greenname: Database name: DevOps

name: Getting Started with 
Azure SQL Databse

name: Getting Started with 
Azure DevOps

name: KCDC name: DotNetSouth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what we have so far, but lets say we want to add the location to the events
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Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Updating a Vertex

Presentation
Presentation

Topic TopicSpeaker

Event Event

presents
presents

is
is

presentedAt

presentedAt

presentedAt

firstName: Chad
lastName: Greenname: Database name: DevOps

name: Getting Started with 
Azure SQL Databse

name: Getting Started with 
Azure DevOps

name: KCDC
location: Kansas City, MO

name: DotNetSouth
location: Atlanta, GA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something like this
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g.V().hasLabel(‘event’).has(‘name’, ‘DotNetSouth’).property(‘location’, ‘Atlanta, GA’)

Modeling Data as Property Graphs
Updating a Vertex

g.V().hasLabel(‘event’).has(‘name’, ‘KCDC’).property(‘location’, ‘Kansas City, MO’)
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Gremlin Traversal

Presentation
Presentation

Topic TopicSpeaker

Event Event

presents
presents

is
is

presentedAt

presentedAt

presentedAt

firstName: Chad
lastName: Greenname: Database name: DevOps

name: Getting Started with 
Azure SQL Databse

name: Getting Started with 
Azure DevOps

name: KCDC
location: Kansas City, MO

name: DotNetSouth
location: Atlanta, GA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we have a graph defined, we need to the Gremlin traversal methods to get the true power of the graph database.  This will help us answer questions like:What topics does a presentation cover?Where has a presentation been presented at?Where has a speaker presented?
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Gremlin Traversal

PresentationTopic

Speaker

Event

presents

is

presentedAt

PresentationTopic

Speaker

Event

presents

is

presentedAt

Out

In

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now that we have a graph defined, we need to the Gremlin traversal methods to get the true power of the graph database.  This will help us answer questions like:What topics does a presentation cover?Where has a presentation been presented at?Where has a speaker presented?
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Gremlin Traversal

PresentationTopic is

g.V().hasLabel('presentation’)
.has('name', 'Getting Started 
with Azure DevOps’)
.outE('is’).
inV().hasLabel('topic')

Topic

name: DevOps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What topic does the “Getting Started with Azure DevOps” presentation cover?Focus on just the two vertex types we are concerned withQuery statement to answer the questionGet back the Topic of DevOpsWhat about a question that goes in the other direction?
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Gremlin Traversal

Presentation Speakerpresents

g.V().hasLabel('presentation’)
.has('name', 'Getting Started 
with Azure DevOps’)
.inE(‘presents’).
outV().hasLabel(‘speaker')

Speaker

firstName: Chad
lastName: Green

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who presents the “Getting Started with Azure DevOps” presentation?Focus on just the two vertex types we are concerned withQuery statement to answer the questionGet back the Speaker of Chad GreenBut there is more; we can do multiple traversal steps
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Gremlin Traversal

PresentationTopic

Speaker

Event

presents

is

presentedAt

g.V().hasLabel('speaker’)
.has('firstName’,'Chad’)
.has('lastName','Green’)
.outE('presents’)
.InV().hasLabel('presentation')

Presentation

name: Getting Started with 
Azure DevOps

Presentation

name: Getting Started with 
Azure SQL Databse

Event

name: DotNetSouth
location: Atlanta, GA

Event

name: KCDC
location: Kansas City, MO

g.V().hasLabel('speaker’)
.has('firstName','Chad’)
.has('lastName','Green’)
.outE('presents’)
.InV().hasLabel('presentation’)
.outE('presentedAt’)
.InV().hasLabel('event')

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have seen so far is doing one step traversals, but the real power is that we can do multiple steps.Let’s answer the question, What events has Chad Green presented at?Look at the graph model again – there is no direct link from speaker to eventsThe query: first stepGets the two presentations – but that is not what we are looking forThe query: second stepGets the events we are looking forBefore we finish with this section, a couple more Gremlin syntax goodies!
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Additional Gremlin Commands to Know

Presentation

Event

presentedAt
name: KCDC
location: Kansas City, MO

Edges Properties

date: 2019-07-20

g.E()
.hasLabel('presentedAt’)
.inV().hasLabel('event’)
.has('name', 'KCDC’)
.property('date', '2019-07-20')

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Edges can have properties also
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Dropping a Vertex

g.V()
.hasLabel('topic’)
.has('name', 'Database’)
.drop()

Additional Gremlin Commands to Know
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Clearing the Graph

g.E().drop()

g.V().drop()

Additional Gremlin Commands to Know
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Create, Query, and Traverse a Graph
using the Gremlin Console
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Installing the Gremlin Console

• Download at https://tinkerpop.apache.org/downloads.html

• Unzip the package to somewhere on your computer

Do not start the Gremlin Console yet!

https://tinkerpop.apache.org/downloads.html
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Introducing the Azure Cosmos Local Emulator

• Provides a local environment that emulates the Azure Cosmos DB service

• Can develop using the SQL, Cassandra, MongoDB, Gremlin, and Table 

APIs

• Data Explorer is only SQL API

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Azure Cosmos Emulator provides a high-fidelity emulation of the Azure Cosmos DB service.  It supports identical functionality as Azure Cosmos DB, including support for creating and querying data, provisioning and scaling containers, and executing stored procedures and triggers.  You can develop and test applications using the Azure Cosmos Emulator, and deploy them to Azure at global scale by just making a single configuration change to the connection endpoint for Azure Cosmos DB.While emulation of the Azure Cosmos DB service is faithful, the emulator’s implementation is different than the service.  For example, the emulator uses standard OS components such as the local file system for persistence, and the HTTPS protocol stack for connectivity.  Functionality that relies on Azure infrastructure like global replication, single-digit millisecond latency for read/writes, and tunable consistency levels are not applicable.Differences:Data Explorer only supports clients for SQL APISupports only a single fixed account and a well-known master keyNot scalable and will not support a large number of containersDoes not offer different consistency levelsDoes not offer multi-region replication
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Installing the Azure Cosmos Local Emulator

• Download at https://aka.ms/cosmosdb-emulator

• Run the downloaded azure-cosmosdb-emulator MSI

You must have administrative privileges on the computer.

Do not start the Local Emulator yet!

https://aka.ms/cosmosdb-emulator
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Starting the Azure Cosmos Local Emulator

• Open an administrator command prompt

• Start the emulator

• "C:\Program Files\Azure Cosmos DB 

Emulator\Microsoft.Azure.Cosmos.Emulator.exe“ 

/EnableGremlinEndpoint

Presenter
Presentation Notes
"C:\Program Files\Azure Cosmos DB Emulator\Microsoft.Azure.Cosmos.Emulator.exe“ /EnableGremlinEndpointDemonstrate the emulatorCreate a new Collection (Graph)Database: walkthroughGraph: walkthrough
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Starting the Gremlin Console

• Open a regular command prompt

•Navigate to the folder where you unzipped the Gremlin Console

•Run the following commands (and wait for everyone to catch up)

copy /y conf\remote.yaml conf\remote-local.yaml

Notepad.exe conf\remote-local.yaml

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those on a Mac, do what you need to do
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Starting the Gremlin Console

hosts: [localhost]
port: 8901
username: /dbs/walkthrough/colls/walkthrough
password: C2y6yDjf5/R+ob0N8A7Cgv30VRDJIWEHLM+4QDU5DE2nQ9nDuVTqobD4b8mGGyPMbIZnqyMsEcaGQy67XIw/Jw==
connectionPool: {
enableSsl: false}
serializer: { className: org.apache.tinkerpop.gremlin.driver.ser.GraphSONMessageSerializerV1d0,
config: { serializeResultToString: true  }}
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Starting the Gremlin Console

• bin\gremlin.bat    or      bin/gremlin.sh

• :remote connect tinkerpop.server conf/remote-local.yaml

• :remote console
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.addV('person’)
.property('zipCode', '40219')
.property('firstName', 'Thomas')
.property('lastName', 'Andersen')
.property('age', 44)
.property('userid', 1)

Input

Output
==>[id:fba88219-94c3-4d5f-a8e4-5873681a1ac2,label:person,type:vertex,properties:[zipCode:[[id:fba88219-94c3-4d5f-
a8e4-5873681a1ac2|zipCode,value:40219]],firstName:[[id:160fbd32-4b2a-40b9-b706-
a0b140c10da0,value:Thomas]],lastName:[[id:571c1add-8cba-4be5-b981-
b60274396509,value:Andersen]],age:[[id:1cec9277-64e0-461c-aaee-543ba742ba98,value:44]],userid:[[id:a1309d3f-5859-
49e9-bfc0-586151185680,value:1]]]]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create Thomas – Enter as one lineg.addV('person’).property('zipCode', '40219').property('firstName’, 'Thomas’).property('lastName', 'Andersen’).property('age', 44).property('userid', 1)Talk through the output
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.addV('person')
.property('zipCode', '40219')
.property('firstName', 'Mary Kay')
.property('lastName', 'Andersen')
.property('age', 39)
.property('userid', 2)

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create Mary Kayg.addV('person').property('zipCode', '40219').property('firstName', 'Mary Kay').property('lastName', 'Andersen').property('age', 39).property('userid', 2)
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.addV('person')
.property('zipCode', '40219')
.property('firstName', 'Robin')
.property('lastName', 'Wakefield')
.property('userid', 3)

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create Robing.addV('person').property('zipCode', '40219').property('firstName', 'Robin').property('lastName', 'Wakefield').property('userid', 3)No age
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.addV('person')
.property('zipCode’, '40219')
.property('firstName', 'Ben')
.property('lastName', 'Miller')
.property('userid', 4)

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create Beng.addV('person').property('zipCode’, '40219').property('firstName', 'Ben').property('lastName', 'Miller').property('userid', 4)
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.addV('person')
.property('zipCode', '40219')
.property('firstName', 'Jack')
.property('lastName', 'Connor')
.property('userid', 5)

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create Jackg.addV('person').property('zipCode', '40219').property('firstName', 'Jack').property('lastName', 'Connor').property('userid', 5)Now that we have the vertices created, lets create the relationships – edges
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Thomas')
.addE('knowns')
.to(
g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Mary Kay'))

Input ==>[id:58815308-515e-
4fd8-bbd6-
fb7f8d6143b8,label:kno
wns,type:edge,inVLabel:
person,outVLabel:perso
n,inV:5d81b5cc-7c53-
4f04-abad-
5e6ae36168bf,outV:fba8
8219-94c3-4d5f-a8e4-
5873681a1ac2]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship between Thomas and Mary Kayg.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Thomas').addE('knowns').to(g.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Mary Kay'))
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Thomas')
.addE('knows')
.to(
g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Robin'))

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship between Thomas and Robing.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Thomas').addE('knows').to(g.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Robin'))
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Create Vertices and Edges

g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Robin')
.addE('knows')
.to(
g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Ben')

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship between Robin and Beng.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Robin').addE('knows').to(g.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Ben’)Now how about updating a vertex
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Update a Vertex

g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Thomas')
.property('age', 45)

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thomas had a birthdayg.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Thomas').property('age', 45)Next, lets’ query the graph
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Query for Vertices

g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('age', gt(40))
.values('firstName')

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many in our group are older than 40g.V().hasLabel('person').has('age', gt(40)).values('firstName')
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Traverse the Graph

g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Thomas')
.outE('knows')
.inV().hasLabel('person')

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get all of Thomas’ friendsg.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Thomas').outE('knows').inV().hasLabel('person')Should Get back Mary Kay and Robin
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Drop a Vertex

g.V()
.hasLabel('person')
.has('firstName', 'Jack')
.drop()

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jack has left the groupg.V().hasLabel('person').has('firstName', 'Jack').drop()
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Count vertices in the graph

g.V().count()

Input

Output
4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to count the number of vertices in the graph.
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Property Projection

g.V().hasLabel('person').values('firstName')

Input

Output
==>Thomas
==>Mary Kay
==>Robin
==>Ben

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to count the number of vertices in the graph.
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Clear the Graph

g.E().drop()

g.V().drop()

Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 different commands
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Exiting the Gremlin Console

:exit
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Introduction to
Cosmos DB

G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s applications are required to be highly responsive and always online.  To achieve low latency and high availability, instances of these applications need to be deployed in datacenters that are close to their users.  Applications need to respond in real time to large changes in usage at peak hours, store ever increasing volumes of data, and make this data available to users in milliseconds.Azure Cosmos DB is Microsoft’s globally distributed mutli-model database service.  With a click of a button, Cosmos DB enables you8 to elastically and independently scale throughput and storage across any number of Azure regions worldwide.  You can elastically scale throughput and storage, and take storage of fast, single-digit millisecond data access using your favorite API including SQL, MongoDB, Cassandra, Tables, or Gremlin.  Cosmos DB provides comprehensive service level agreements for throughput, latency, availability, and consistency guarantees, something no other database service offers.You can Try Azure Cosmos DB for Free without an Azure subscription, free of charge and commitments.Let’s look at KEY BENEFITS.
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Turnkey global 
distribution

A globally distributed, massively scalable, multi-model database service
Azure Cosmos DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turnkey Global DistributionEnables you to build highly responsive and highly available applications worldwideTransparently replicates your data wherever your users are, so your users can interact with a replica of the data that is closest to themAdd or remove any of the Azure regions to your Cosmos account at any time, with a click of a buttonCosmos DB will seamlessly replicate your data to all the regions associated with your account while your application continues to be highly available, thanks to the multi-homing capabilities
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Turnkey global 
distribution Comprehensive 

SLAs

A globally distributed, massively scalable, multi-model database service
Azure Cosmos DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Always OnBy virtue of deep integration with Azure infrastructure and transparent multi-=master replication, Cosmos DB provides 99.999% high availability for both reads and writes.Provides you the ability to programmatically or via Portal invoke the regional failover of your Cosmos accountHelps ensure that your application is designed to failover in the case of regional disasterIndustry Leading Comprehensive SLAsFirst and only service to offer industry-leading comprehensive SLAs encompassing 5-nine availability, read and write latency at the 99th percentile, guaranteed throughput, and consistency.
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Turnkey global 
distribution

Elastic scale out 
of storage & throughput

Comprehensive 
SLAs

A globally distributed, massively scalable, multi-model database service
Azure Cosmos DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elastic scalability of throughput and storage, worldwideDesigned with transparent horizontal partitioning and multi-master replicationOffers unprecedent elastic scalability for your writes and reads, all around the globeElastically scale up from thousands to hundreds of millions of requests per second around the global with a single API call and pay only for the throughput (and storage) you needHelps you deal with unexpected spikes in your workloads without having to over-provision for the peak
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Turnkey global 
distribution

Elastic scale out 
of storage & throughput

Comprehensive 
SLAs

Guaranteed low latency 
at the 99th percentile

A globally distributed, massively scalable, multi-model database service
Azure Cosmos DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guaranteed low latency at 99th percentile, worldwideUsing Cosmos DB, you can build highly responsive, planet scale applicationsWith its novel multi-master replication protocol and latch free and write-optimized database engine, Cosmos guarantees less than 10-ms latencies for both, reads (indexed) and writes at 99th percentile, all around the worldCapability ensures sustained ingestion of data and blazing-fast queries for highly responsive apps
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Turnkey global 
distribution

Elastic scale out 
of storage & throughput

Five well-defined 
consistency models

Comprehensive 
SLAs

Guaranteed low latency 
at the 99th percentile

StrongBounded StalenessSessionConsistent PrefixEventual

A globally distributed, massively scalable, multi-model database service
Azure Cosmos DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Precisely defined, multiple consistency choicesNo longer have to make extreme tradeoffs between consistency, availability, latency, and throughputCosmos DB’s multi-master replication protocol is carefully designed to offer five well-defined consistency choices for an intuitive programming model with low latency and high availability for your globally distributed applicationSLA guarantee that 100% of read requests meet the consistency for any consistency level you chooseStrongStrong Consistency provides the most predictable and intuitive programming model.  When you configure your account with strong consistency level, Azure Cosmos DB provides linearizability guarantee.This means that reads are guaranteed to see the most recent write.Offers a linearizability guaranteeReads are guaranteed to return the most recent committed version of an itemClient neve sees an uncommitted or partial writeUsers are always guaranteed to read the latest committed write.Bounded StalenessBounded staleness consistency is most frequently choose by globally distributed applications expecting low write latencies but total global order guarantees.Unlike strong consistency, which is scoped to a single region, you can choose bounded stateliness consistency with any number of regions (along with a write region).  Bounded staleness is great for applications featuring group collaboration and sharing, stock ticker, published-subscribe/querying, etc.Reads are guaranteed to honor the consistent-prefix guaranteeReads might lag behind writes by at most “K” versions (updates) of an item or by “T” time intervalWhen you choose, the “staleness” can be configured in two ways:The number of versions (K) of the itemThe time interval (T) by which the reads might lag behind the writesSessionSession consistency is most widely used consistency level both for single region as well as global distributed applications.It provides write latencies, availability, and read throughput comparable to that of eventual consistency but also provides the consistency guarantees that suite the needs of application written to operate in the context of a user.Reads are guaranteed to honor the consistent-prefix (assuming a single “writer” session), monotonic read, monotonic writes, read-your-writes, and write-follows reads guaranteesSession consistency is scoped to a client sessionConsistent PrefixConsistent prefix level guarantees that reads never see out of order writes.If writes were performed in the order ‘A, B, C’, then a client sees either ‘A’, ‘A,B’, or ‘A,B,C’, but never out of order like ‘A,C’, or ‘B,A,C’.  Consistent Prefix provides write latencies, availability and read throughput comparable to that of eventual consistency, but also provides the order guarantees that suit the needs of scenarios where order is important.Updates that are returned contain some prefix of all the updates, with no gapsGuarantees that reads never see out-of-order writesEventualEventual consistency is the weakest form of consistency wherein a client may get the values which are older than the ones it had seen before, over time.In the absence of any further writes, the replicas within the group will eventually converge.  Eventual consistency is ideal where the application does not require any ordering guarantees.  Examples include count of Retweets, Likes, or non-threaded comments.No ordering guarantee for readsIn the absence of any further writes, the replicas eventually converge
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Turnkey global 
distribution

Elastic scale out 
of storage & throughput

Five well-defined 
consistency models

Comprehensive 
SLAs

Guaranteed low latency 
at the 99th percentile

No schema or index managementBattle tested database serviceUbiquitous regional presenceSecure by default and enterprise ready
A globally distributed, massively scalable, multi-model database service
Azure Cosmos DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No schema or index managementKeeping database schema and indexes in-sync with an application’s schema is especially painful for globally distributed appsYou do not need to deal with schema or index managementDatabase engine is fully schema-agnosticAutomatically indexes all dataBattle tested database serviceCosmos DB is a foundational service in AzureFor nearly a decade, Cosmos DB has been used by many of Microsoft’s products for mission critical applications at global scaleSkype, Xbox, Office 365, Azure, and many othersOne of the fastest growing services on AzureUbiquitous regional presenceAzure public cloudAzure China 21Vianet (one of China’s largest internet providers)Azure Germany (data remains in country)Azure Government (4 regions)Azure Government for Department of Defense (2 regions)Secure by default and enterprise readyCertified for a wide array of compliance standardsCSA STAR Certification\CSA STAR AttestationISO 20000-1:2011, 22301:2012, 27001:2013, 27017:2015, 27018:2014SOC 1,2,3DoD SRP Level 2FedRAMP ModerateGxPHIPPAHITRUSTPCI DSSAustralian IREP UnclassifedGermany C5Singapore MTCS Level 3Spain ENS HighEncrypted at rest and in motionProvides row level authorization and adheres to strict security standards
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SQL
MongoDB

Table API

Turnkey global 
distribution

Elastic scale out 
of storage & throughput

Five well-defined 
consistency models

Comprehensive 
SLAs

Guaranteed low latency 
at the 99th percentile

DocumentColumn-family
Key-value Graph

A globally distributed, massively scalable, multi-model database service
Azure Cosmos DB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azure Cosmos DB natively supports multiple data models including <CLICK> documents, key-value, column-family, and GRPAH.Core content-model is based on atom-record-sequence (ARS).Atoms consist of small set of primitive types like strings, bool, and numberRecords are structures composed of these typesSequences are arrays consisting of atoms, records, or sequences.Database engine can efficiently translate and project different data models onto the ARS-based data modelThe service also supports popular APIs for data access and queryingCurrently supports SQL, MongoDB, Azure Tables, Cassandra, and Gremlin
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Azure Cosmos DB Request Units

• Item Size

• Item Indexing

• Item Property Count

• Indexed Properties

• Data Consistency

• Query Patterns

• Script Usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we talk about pricing; we have to talk about Request UnitsThose cost of all database operations is normalized and is expressed by Request Units (Rus for short)Abstracts the system resources such as CPU, IOPS, and memory that are required to perform the database operationsCost to read a 1-Kb item is 1 Request Unit; all other database operations are similarly assigned a cost using RUsTo manage and plan capacity, Azure Cosmos DB ensures that the number of Rus for a given database operation over a given dataset is deterministic.  You can examine the response header to track the number of Rus that are consumed by any database operation.Provision the number of Rus for your application on a per-second basis in increments of 100 Rus per second.  Billed on an hourly basis.Request Unit ConsiderationsFactors to consider when estimating the number of Rus per second to provision:Item sizeAs the size of an item increases, the number of Rus consumed to read or write the item also increasesItem IndexingBy default, each item is automatically indexed.  Fewer Rus are consumed if you choose not to index some of your items in a container.Item property countAssuming the default indexing is on all properties, the number of RUs are consumed to write an item increases as the item property count increasesIndexed propertiesAn index policy on each container determines which properties are indexed by default.  To reduce the RU consumption for write operations, limit the number of indexed properties.Data consistencyThe strong and bounded staleness consistency levels consume approximately two times more Rus while performing read operations when compared to the other relaxed consistency levels.Query patternsThe complexity of a query affects how many Rus are consumed for an operation.  Factors that affect cost of query operation include:Number of query resultsNumber of predicatesNature of the predicatesNumber of user-defined functionsSize of the source dataSize of the result setProjectionsScript usageAs with queries, stored procedures and triggers consume Rus based on the complexity of the operations that are performed.
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Azure Cosmos DB Pricing

Unit Price
Provisioned Throughput (multiple region writes) per 100 RU/s $0.016/hour
Provisioned Throughput (single region writes) per 100 RU/s $0.008/hour
SSD Storage (per GB) $0.25 GB/month

Starts at approximately $23.61/month

Save 15-65% with Reserved Pricing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
400 RU/s = 23.36 + 0.25 for 1-Gb Storage  $23.6120,000 RU/s + StoragePay as you go for 1-year: $14,016Pay as you go for 3-year: $42,0481-Year Reserved: $11,913.60 (2,102.40) (15%)3-Year Reserved: $31,536.00 (10,5012) (25%)30,000,000 RU/s + StoragePay as you go for 1-year: $1,752,000 x 12 = $21,024,000Pay as you go for 3-year: $63,072,0001-Year Reserved: $11,899,584.00 (9,124,416) (43.4%)3-Year Reserved: $26,290,512.00 (36,781,488) (58.3%)
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Gremlin in
Cosmos DB

G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azure Cosmos DB brings enterprise-ready features to graph databases. These features include global distribution, independent scaling of storage and throughput, predictable single-digit millisecond latencies, automatic indexing, SLAs, read availability for database accounts spanning two or more Azure regions. Because Azure Cosmos DB supports TinkerPop/Gremlin, you can easily migrate applications written using another compatible graph database. Additionally, by virtue of Gremlin support, Azure Cosmos DB seamlessly integrates with TinkerPop-enabled analytics frameworks like Apache Spark GraphX.
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Azure Cosmos DB Graph Customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jet.com (Walmart)E-commerce siterole-based access controlDiplySocial news websiteRecommendation engine – was 10% of revenue; now 25-30% of revenueMicrosoft Supply ChainTranslate date into live-event visualizationsArchive360Intelligent Information ManagementCore of its Archive2Azure platform – makes it easy to classify and organize data and build hierarchical relationships for a holistic picture of all customer infoNetrixIT consoluting companyCost-estimation system for automotiveNextensTax in NetherlandsImproved the quality of the relationships between all their content types, including tax laws, news, and jurisprudenceJATO DynamicsGlobal supplier of automotive business intelligenceConnecting automobile manufacturing specifications to obtain insights for ca manufacturesJohnson Controls, Inc.Electronics and HVACDigital Vault – PaaS for the smart environmentSiriusIQEnterprise workflow automation
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Gremlin Features

• Graph Features

•Provides Persistence and Concurrent Access

•Designed to support Transactions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TinkerPop is a standard that covers a wide range of graph technologies. Therefore, it has standard terminology to describe what features are provided by a graph provider. Azure Cosmos DB provides a persistent, high concurrency, writeable graph database that can be partitioned across multiple servers or clusters.�Let’s talk about the TinkerPop features supported by Cosmos DB.Computer methods can be implemented via the Spark connector.Apache Spark – Unified Analytics Engine for Big Data
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Gremlin Features

• Variable Features

• Boolean
• Integer
• Byte
• Double
• Float
• Integer
• Long
• String

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supports primitive typesIs compatible with complex types via data model
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Gremlin Wire Format: GraphSON
• id

• ID for the vertex; must be unique; automatically supplied if not provided
• label

• Label of the vertex; used to describe the entity type
• type

• Used to distinguish vertices from non-graph documents
• properties

• Bag of user-defined properties associated with vertex; each property can 
have multiple values

• _partition
• Partition key of the vertex

• outE
• List of out edges from a vertex

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azure Cosmos DB uses the GraphSON format when returning results from Gremlin operations.GraphSON is the Gremlin standard format for representing, vertices, edges, and properties (single and multi-valued properties) using JSONProperties used by GraphSON (Vertex)Id – The ID for the vertex.  Must be unique (in combination with the value of _partition if applicable).  If no value is provided, it will be automatically supplied with a GUID.Label – The label of the vertex.  This is used to describe the entity type.Type – Used to distinguish vertices from non-graph documentsProperties – Bag of user-defined properties associated with the vertex.  Each property can have multiple values._partition – The partition key of the vertex.  Used for graph partitioning.outE – This property contains a list of out edges from a vertex.  Storing the adjacency information with vertex allows for fast execution of traversals.  Edges are grouped based on their labels.Not on the slide – value – The value of the property
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Gremlin Wire Format: GraphSON
{
"id": "a7111ba7-0ea1-43c9-b6b2-efc5e3aea4c0",
"label": "person",
"type": "vertex",
"outE": {

"knows": [
{ "id": "3ee53a60-c561-4c5e-9a9f-9c7924bc9aef",
"inV": "04779300-1c8e-489d-9493-50fd1325a658“

},
{ "id": "21984248-ee9e-43a8-a7f6-30642bc14609",
"inV": "a8e3e741-2ef7-4c01-b7c8-199f8e43e3bc“

}
]

},
"properties": {

"firstName": [ { "value": "Thomas“ } ],
"lastName":  [ { "value": "Andersen“ } ],
"age":       [ { "value": 45 } ] 

}
}

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, here is a snippet showing a GraphSON representation of a vertex returned to the client from Azure Cosmos DB
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Gremlin Wire Format: GraphSON
• id

• ID for the edge; must be unique
• label

• Label of the edge; optional; used to describe relationship type
• inV

• List of in vertices for an edge
• properties

• Bag of user-defined properties associated with the edge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Properties used by GraphSON (Edge)Id – The ID for the edge.  Must be unique (in combination with the value of _partition if applicable).  If no value is provided, it will be automatically supplied with a GUID.label – The label of the edge.  This property is optional and is used to describe the relationship typeinV – This property contains a list of in vertices for an edge.  Storing the adjacency information with the edge allows for fast execution of traversals.  Vertices are grouped based on their labels.properties – Bag of used-defined properties associated with the edge.  Each property can have multiple values.
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Build a .NET Core Application
using the Gremlin API
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Graph
Partitioning

G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a
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Using a Partitioned Graph
• Requirements for partitioned graph

• Partition is required

• Both vertices and edges are stored as JSON documents

• Vertices require a partition key

• Edges stored with their source vertex

• Graph queries need to specify a partition key

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key feature is ability to handle large scale groups through horizontal scalingHorizontal scaling achieved through partitioning capabilities in Azure Cosmos DBRequirements for partitioned graphPartition is required if container is expected to store more than 10-Gb in size; allocate more than 10k RUsBoth vertices are edges are stored as JSON documentsVertices require a partition key. Key will determine in which partition the vertex will be stored through a hashing algorithm.Name of partition key is a single-word string without spaces or special characters.Edges will be stored with their source vertex Each vertex its partition key defines where they are stored along with its outgoing edges. Done to avoid cross-partition queries when using the out() cardinality in graph queries.Graph queries need to specify a partition key. To take full advantage of the horizontal partitioning in Azure Cosmos DB, the partition key should be specified when a single vertex is selected, whenever possible.
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Using a Partitioned Graph
• Graph queries need to specify a partition

• /id and /label not supported
• Select vertex by ID, then the partition key

• g.V(‘vertex_id’).has(‘partitionKey’, ‘partitionKey_value’)
• Select a vertex by specify tuple including partition key value and ID

• g.V(‘partitionKey_value’, ‘vertex_id’])
• Specify array of tuples of partition key values and IDs

• g.V(['partitionKey_value0', 'verted_id0'], ['partitionKey_value1', 
'vertex_id1'], ...)

• Selecting set of vertices and specifying a list of partition key values
• g.V('vertex_id0', 'vertex_id1', 'vertex_id2', …).has('partitionKey', 

within('partitionKey_value0', 'partitionKey_value01', 
'partitionKey_value02', …)
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Best Practice for using Partitioned Graphs
• Always specify partition key value when creating vertex

• Use outgoing direction when querying edges whenever it is possible

• Choose partition key that evenly distributes data across partitions

• Optimize queries to obtain data within boundaries of a partition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the following guidelines performance and scalability when using partition graphs with unlimited containers:Always specify the partition key value when querying a vertex – Getting vertex from a known partition is a way to achieve performanceUsing the outgoing direction when querying edges whenever it’s possible – As mentioned in a previous slide, edges are stored with their source vertices in the outgoing direction.  So the changes are of resorting to cross-partition queries are minimized when the data and queries are designed with this in mindChoose a partition key that will evenly distribute data across partition – This decision heavily depends on the data model of the solution.Throughput provisioned for a container is divided evenly among physical partitions. A partition key design that doesn't distribute the throughput requests evenly might create "hot" partitions. Hot partitions might result in rate-limiting and in inefficient use of the provisioned throughput, and higher costs.�Optimize queries to obtain data within the boundaries of a partition – An optimal partitioning strategy would be aligned to the querying patterns.  Queries that obtain data from a single partition provide the best possible performance.
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Wrap
Up

G e t t i n g  G r e m l i n s  t o  I m p r o v e  Y o u r  D a t a
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 c h a d g r e e n @ c h a d g r e e n . c o m

 c h a d g r e e n . c o m
� C h a d G r e e n
� C h a d w i c k E G r e e n

Thank You
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